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Founders Day 2008
Ray Kurzweil
Founders Day l{eynote
February 14, 2008, 1 p.m
Braden Auditorium, Bone Student Center

Inventor, entrepreneur, auth or and futurist , Ray Kurzweil
h as been called "the restless genius" by the Wall Street

Journal. Highly regarded as one of the leading inventors of
our time, he developed the flatbed scanner, electric piano
and vocabulary speech recognition software. He b eli eves in
20 years, computers will surpass humans in intelligence.

Founders Day Events
10 a.m.

Founders Day Old Main Bell Ceremony, Brown Ballroom,

Bone Student Center
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
1 p.m.

3:30 p.m .

Historical displays, Brown Ballroom, Bone Student Center
Founders Day Convocation, featuring keynote speaker Ray Kurzweil,
Braden Auditorium, Bone Student Center
Founders Day reception, Brown Ballroom, Bone Student Center.

For more information on these events, go to lllinoisState.edu

Ifyou need an accommodation to fully enjoy these events, please call (303) 438-8130.
THAN I< v o u To o u R s Po Nso Rs: State Farm Insurance Companies, City of Bloomington, COUNTRY Insurance

&Financial Services, The Town of Normal, Barnes &NobleCollege Bookstore, Mclean County Government, NICOR Gas, Snyder
Corporation, Afni Inc., Avanti's Italian Restaurant, BroMenn Healthcare, Busey Bank, CEFCU, Clemens and Associates, Commerce
Bank and the William T. Kemper Foundation, Heritage Enterprises, ISU Credit Union, Alamo II, Bank of Illinois, Brad Barker Honda,
The Chateau, The Copy Shop, Corn Belt Energy Corpora tion, IllinoisCorn Growers Association, Illinois Farm Bureau, JimmyJohn's
Gourmet Sandwiches, Mayor Chris Koos(Town of Normal), OSF St. Joseph Medical Center, Zimmerman &Armstrong, AA Rigoni
Brothers Inc., Biaggi's Ristorante Italiano, Farnsworth Group, Sulaski &Webb CPAs, Uptown Normal Business Association, Van
Gundy Insurance Agency
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Dinma Odiakosa becomes
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DAILY VIDETTE PHOTO EDITOR

ISU chimed in its 151st year by
,ringing the Sesquicentennial Bell
Wednesday morning. The annual
Founders Day ceremony capped off
celebrations commemorating ISU's
150 anniversary.
This bell was rung 151 times,
one time for each year the university
has existed. The 151 people selected
to ring the bell represented different
on-campus groups and .award winners.
Normally, the Old Main, Bell on
the Quad is rung to commemorate
the founding of the university but
cold temperatures moved the event
· inside.
Jim Moldenhauer/ Daily Vidette Photo. Editor
The Sesquicentennial Bell has its
Sonya
Ash,
a
junior
double
major
in
pre-med
and
music
performance,
and
John Damore, a junior music
origins in the 2007 ringing. A snoweducation major, ring the Old Main Bell on the Quad for Founders Day Thursday morning. ·
storm hit and closed campus the day
before the 150th anniversary and
forced the event to be held inside.
Ashby went on to give praise to State Olympian Tydee Ann Pickett - on this campus for over half a centu. The McLean County Historic staff and faculty who braved the who particiP,~ted ~t the 1936 games . ry, and it's very !;)l;ntimental when.
Society dOIJ;'1~d the- bis!2~c ~~p~""'" dangerous w~ther last year-1:o' make< '" ffi:Beillil. .,c
:you stop an<1 think about it..":...- - bell and Facilities M:ai:iagement con- ·- SUlle ill.at the , 150th · went- on -as,
'"F ~ii's really.an honor to be
. 'A:~ 's went . on · to eclio .
structed a base for the bell using an planned. Before the ringing 'began here and go .through everything," Bowman that ISU will continue to
ornamental corbel then used to University President Al Bowman said Turner, "It's really an honor to have a bright future, "This is an instiadorn Old Main.
gave
a
reflection
on
the represent athletics at this."
tution that has grown, an institution
Vice President of Student Sesquicentennial.
Turner also attended the filled with memories, filled with
Advancement Diane Ashby gave an
"I hope you will look upon University Gala, which was part of sentiment, and filled with a bright
acknowledgment of the past bell today's events not as the ending but the 150th celebration, "They've real- future. There is no question in my
ringers and swnmed up the day's as the beginning of Illinois State's ly done a great job with everything." mind that were going to be just fine
The day was particularly special for the future."
sentiments.
brilliant future," Bowman said.
"It's a historic day," she said.
Senior biological science major for Vice President of Student Affairs
Sesquicentennial celebrations
"And I don't know how you feel, but Suzy Turner was the 58th bell ringer and Bloomington-Normal native officially ended with featured the
I certainly don't feel like it's been a in Thursday's ceremony. She repre- Steve Adams.
Convocation speaker, futurist Ray
"Its very special to me. I've been KUIZweil Wednesday afternoon.
year already."
sented Athletics and the first Illinois

Eric Mills
DAILY VIDETTE AssrGNMENT EDITOR

As many as 18 people were
injured after a gunman opened fire
on the campus· of Northern Illinois
University at 3 p.m. Thursday afternoon. "We do not see any immediate
threat to our campus," Jay Groves,
assisfant to the president at ISU, said.
Of the 18 victims, five were fatally injured. According to· information
posted to the College Media
Advisors listserv by General
Manager Jim Killam at NIU, one of
the deceased is an ad sales representative at the Northern Star. The gunman is also confirmed dead by a selfinflicted gunshot Oasses at NIU
were cancelled for the remainder of
Thursday and campus was closed on
F~day."The... shooter .. was carryi.J,l.g a .
shotgun and a -pisto\:, a ccon:li:ng . to =
-w.ilrtesses, "Il'your nof going o c alts
your just letting them win," ·· Dan"
Mergens, senior history secondary
education major at NIU, ~d. "I have
never felt unsafe once on this campus." "Illinois State University
learned this afternoon of a serious
shooting incident on the Northern
Illinois University campus. At this
hour, our thoughts are with the facul- .
ty, staff and students of NIU,"
President Al Bowman said in statement.

Ray Kurzweil speaks about the future .in honor of Founder's Day
have the ability to treat out biology
as a set software processes, information processes. We now have the
ISU celebrated Founders Da,y means to update the software of out
2008 and theSesquicentennial finale bodies," KUIZweil said. Along with ·
with a presentation by futurist and discussing the positive attributes this
inventor Ray KUIZweil. KUIZweil technology will bring, KUIZweil also
discussed topics of health, artificial acknowledged the negative aspects.
"Technology does amplify both
intelligence, transhumanism, techpromise and peril. We need to really
nological singularity and futurism.
. "This is a critical point in our history deploy our resources to· protecting
because of the exponential progres- ourselves from the peril, and to have .
sion of progress, which is something proper ethical guidelines," KUIZweil
I have studied for over 30 years," said. "We have the ability to overcome pressing problems in the world
KUIZweil said.
An exponential progression is like poverty and environmental
one in which each point relates issues. We need to apply these techexponentially to the next. KUIZWeil nologies to overcome these pressing
is known in his field for his ability to human needs," KUIZweil added.
Along with KUIZweil's presentapredict trends of the future. His first
book, The Age of Intelligent tion; the Founders Day convocation
Machines, was written in the late also honored 14 faculty members for
1980's and has been acclaimed for teaching and research. "We gather
its remarkably accurate predictions today not only in celebration of
about the 1990's and early 2000's. Illinois first and finest public univer"Technology is remarkably pre- sity, but to honor the faculty, staff
and students that continue to build
dictable," KUIZweil said.
KUIZweil discussed technology ori the legacy left by our fouriders,"
he foresees for the future including President Al Bowman said. David
people experiencing · 3-D virtual Wtlliams of the biological sciences
reality through glasses and contact department and Sadd El-Zanati of
lenses that beam images directly to the mathematics department are the
Outstanding
University
their retinas, computers embedded 2008
everywhere including furniture, Researchers award recipients.
clothes, and in the human body and Gregory Ferrance of the chemistry •
glasses that could block . out the department and Stephen Hunt of the
"real" world entirely and fully School of Communication are 2007immerse the user in a virtual reality 08 Outstanding University Teachers.
Laura Trendle Polus of the
environment Kurzweil also discussed the future of the health care School of Communication is the
industry and the human body. "We Category 2 Outstanding University
Kristi Kawanna

DAILY VIDETTE ASSIGNMENT EDITOR

I L L I N O I S

S T A T E

Jim Moldenhauer/ Daily Vidette-Photo Editor

Inventor, entrepreneur, author and futurist, Ray Kurzweil, was the keynote speaker at this year's Founders
Day Sesquicentennial Finale on Thurs~ay afternoon at Braden Auditorium in the Bone Student Center.
Teacher, a · classification for non- Teaching Initiative Award recipients Sanders Award for Outstanding
tenured staff.
. include Daniella Barroqueiro, art, Academic Achievement, . Arlene
Research Initiative Award recipi- Katherine Ellison, English, Rosie Hosea, for the - Neal R. Gamsky
ents included Joan Brehm, sociolo- Hauck, accounting, Alycia Hund, Award and. Sylvia Rajska for the
gy-anthropology,
Pruthikrai psychology
. and
Pruthikrai Olarnide E.' Adeyooye Memorial
Mahatanankoon, information tech- Mahatanankoon, · information tech- Scholarship.
nology, Julie Stoner, special educa- nology.
Ronald Swan was also honored
tiQn, Renee Tobin, psychology and
Also honored at the convocation for the David A Strand Diversity
Corrine Zimmerman, psychology. was Wendi J. Whitman for the Herb Achievement Award.
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WEATHER
foday
Mostly
Sunny

21/9
Hi/Lo

Board of Trustees Discussion Hour
9 a.m. Board of Trustees Meeting
.
.
9 a.m. Teacher Education Candidate Fingerprint Criminal Background Checks
9 a.m. Technology Career Day 2008
Noon Physics Informal Seminar •
Noon Presentation of Thesis Proposal by Brent Showalter
3 p.m. Presentation of Thesis Proposal by Kelsey Klitzing
4 p.m. England & Belgium Summer Study Abroad Application Deadline

Saturday

Suttday

34/26
Sunny

33/20
Cloudy

(309) 438-5929 • Business

Christine Wolniak - Managing Editor

(309) 438-7685 • Classifieds

Eri\: Mills & KristiKawanna
Assignment Editors

10 a.m. Illinois Business Education Association Winter Officers' Meeting
Noon Junior Recital, Jason Kramer, guitar
3 p.m. Twin Cities Honors Band

(309) 438-2883 • News

· . Guadalupe Rosales & Amy Gorczowski
Features Editors

(309) 438-8746 • Features

'

(309) 438-5211 •

fax

Todd Froernling & Alice Riddle
- Sports Editors

The Daily Vidette is published
daily Monday through Friday
every week, except for final
exammations,holidaysand
Deanne St. 'John & Kacie Schabel
semester breaks. Students are
Night Editors
responsible for the content of
The Daily Vidette and views
Dan Niemeier - Art Director
presented do not necessarily
represent, in whole or in part,
Mike Kinan~ - Ad Sales Manager
those of the Illinois State
Derrick Hooke - Asst. Ad Sales Manager
University administration,
faculty or students.

Jamey Davidsmeyer & Jim Moldenhauer
Photo Editors

Gold Series: Wind Symphony
Chamber Winds
·
Pi Sigma Epsilon Executive Board

Mike Brown - Ad Production Manager

The Vidette is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and
the Illinois College Press
Association.

Erin Yepsen - Business Manager
Danielle Everett - Office Manager
Christy Harrison - Business Adviser

Subscriptions are available, by
mail, to anywhere in the United
States for $150 per calendar year.

Richard Jones - General Manager
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New PhD program comes to nursing program
The PhD program will require
DAILY VIDETTE STAFF
sludents to take 66 semester hours.
"The program is designed to preNext semester a new PhD pare nurses with .a high level of
Nursing program will be available at expertise to conduct research in care
and care· outcomes for vulnerable
ISU.
The Illinois Board of Higher populations with a beginning focal
Education has approved the pro- · area in aging, teach in baccalaureate
gram. Research within the program. and graduate nursing programs, will focus on caring for older adults. demonstrate leadership in health pol"For a full-time hard working icy development and develop and
sludent, we have planned the pro- evaluate models of care for vulneragram will take three to four years," ble populations," according to the
Dr. Mary Dyck,· assistant professor Doctor of · Philosophy in Nursing
at the Mennonite College of Web site.
Admission into the program will
Nursing, said. This is also dependent
on the time and length of the slu- be competitive. Right now there are
over 70 sludents interested in the
dent's dissertation.
Faith Tittle

Do you have your
Bird Shirt yet?

ON TAP: Sain A<lmm Winter Lager

• Shiner Bock

•

Lei11e Original

•

104 South Linden

Friday

program and · five sludents will be
accepted each year.
The deadline for applications is
April 1. Applications received after
this date will be considered according to available space.
S!udents should find out if they
are accepted into the program by the
end of April.
When students are accepted to
the program, they are expected to
know what area they want to
research.
Srudents will also be matched
. with a faculty member who has a
similar research focus. That faculty

See Program Page 3

8tue Mom,

$1.75 20oz Lite Draft

Kite hen Open 11am-9pm Daily
See rull menu at: 111111111.normal.or~/uptown

Be Here By llpm
to participate in the
-Great Guinness Toast

Be Here Early For
Guinness Keeper Glasses
. (while supplies last)
Answer Guinness Trivia
Questions Before 'Jbe Toast
To Win Prizes

Join 'Jbe Toastnlast!!r
To Help Set A New Record

•

New Castle B1·own Ale

•

Woortc/1uck Cider

•

5n m Anams Winter L'/1,q er •

Sunset Wlleat

.THE' DAILY VIDETTE'
Corner of Locust & University - Normal, IL - (309) 438-7685

Now.Hiring Bu_
si.ness Ma-nager
Qualifications
A .candidate will: ·
1. Be a full-time student in good academic and disciplinary standing within
Illinois State University.
2. Have demonstrat ed proficiency in credit and collect ions, billing, bookkeeping,
wor king as part of a team and the use of computers ..

Wear it on Fridays!
Get great stuff!
Win an iPo d Shuffle o r
Ad obe. Creative Suite.
G0t fo od , retai[ discou r>ts,
and much more at the 9 9:ne

Studen t Cen ter!

)1'11RD

,C~HIRT™
www.B irdShirt.ilstu.edu
Ava il ab le at Barnes & Nob le - Illinois State University Booksto re
and the Lo bby Shop in t he Bone St udent Center

Job Description
The student business manager will perform the following f unctions according to established
Daily Vidette and University procedures: credit and collecti ons, billing, accounts receivable
and bookkeeping. The student business manager will be responsible for recruitment and
training of a staff to help carry out the procedures necessary to f ulfill these duties. The student
business manager will be a.member of The Daily Vidette Management Council, and an
ex-offi cio member of The Daily Vidette Publication Board . The term begins May 16, 2008.
Applications are available at The Daily Vidette building.
Appointment
The Dai ly Vidette Publicat ion Board will interview candidates for the student editor position
during a meeting beginning at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 19. Applicants select ed for
intervi ew s will be notified of tentative interview times as well as the site of the interviews.
Salary
The stud ent business manager will be paid a weekly salary.
All applications must

be submitted to Rick Johe;, general manager, The Daily Vidette, by noon, Tuesday, March 4.
'
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Smell the roses

Rachel Bujalski / Daily Vidette Senior Staff

Catherine Scola, a junior marketing major, puts a Dower arrangement together on Valentine's Day at Washburn Flowers in Uptown Normal.

•TVs

607 South Mr.ii~ Str2,2:. Su!!£ A

•SPEAKERS
• CALCULATORS
•COINS
• JEWELRY GOLD&SILVER
• GUITARS/AMPS
• ANY MUSIC EQUIPMENT
• HOME APPLJANCES
• HOME AUDIO/VIDEO
• DVD PLAYERS
• DVD 's & CD 's
• MP3 PLAYERS
• VIDEO GAMES NEWOROLD
• ALL CAR AUDIO
• CAMERAS & MORE!

~ o J?OWerfiil is tlje
li91it ot unit!J tliAt it
cnn illuminnte ttie
wliole e,:artt;.
~Alin' u'llnlj

Nor>i1aL llli,d, 6175!
011 ISV c,wipin Mxt to f'o!:i!·!l'(,
,309; 4'2;; 327 or (303) 452-H 2?
Sh0~ Mi~•-;-~•:r ?:w.:n fa( 1:! vo,;r £12ttn•11i~; 112,-i~ ;{i Lo,;; I
V,, :,,,c s:-b,irrc WWW.tfl0tlSterpaWtl.C0tfl

~Now RENTING FOR THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR~

200 NORTH LINDEN
NORMAL, IL 61761
DON'T WAIT! CALL TODAY!

309.454.4888
404 E. CHERRY - 2 Bedroom for 2
Price
$310 per mo. for 2
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2
404 E. CHERRY - 3 Bedroom House
$275 per mo. for 3
Price
Laundry, Off-street parking for 2

604 HILLVIEW - 2 Bedroom for 2
Price
$315 per mo. for 2
Laundry, A/C,Off-street parking for 2,
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid.

98 W. WILLOW 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
Price
$275 per mo. for 4
$365 per mo. for 3
Laundry, A/C, Off-street parking for 2

906 W. HOVEY - 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
$230 per mo. for 4
Price
$300 per mo. for 3
Laundry, A/C, Off-street parking for 2

203 PARKINSON - 2 Bedroom for 2
Price
$315 per mo. for 2
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 1
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid .

202 - 204 LINDELL - 2 Bedroom for 2
$315 per mo. for 2
Price
Laundry, A/C, Off-street parking for 2
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid.

204 E. TAYLOR - 1 Bedroom
Price
$460 per mo.
Laundry, A/C , Off-street parking for 1
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid .

307 LINDELL - 2 Bedroom for 2
Price
$315 per mo. for 2
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid.

306 E. TAYLOR - 3 Bedroom for 3
Price
$295 per mo. for 3
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2

506 N. LINDEN - 2 Bedroom for 2
$315 per mo. for 2
Price
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid.

407 N. FELL - 2 Bedroom for 2
$325 per mo. for 2
Price
Laundry, Off-street parking for 2,
Central Air, Water & Hot Water paid.

99 E. CHERRY - 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
Price
$275 per mo. for 4
$365 per mo. for 3
Laund ry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2

603 HESTER - 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
Price
$255 per mo. for 4
$340 per mo. for 3
Laundry, A/ C, Off-street parking for 2

907 - 909 W. MARKET - 1 Bedroom
Price
$475- $525 per mo.
Lau ndry, A/ C, Heat, Water & Gas paid
Off-street parking for 1

703 - 705 S. UNIVERSITY
- 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
1 BEDROOM
Price
$470 per mo.
No Parking for 1 Bedroom
2 BEDROOM
Price
$230 per month for 3
$340 per month for 2
Laundry, A/C, Off-street parking for 1
Water, Hot Water, Gas, & Heat paid.

113 W. WILLOW - 4 Bedroom for 3 or 4
$230 per mo. for 4
Price
$310 per mo. for 3
A/ C, Water paid, Off-street parking for 2

ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON,
PER MONTH & BASED ON 12 EQUAL
INSTALLMENTS. PAYMENTS ARE DUE
APRIL 1, 2008 THROUGH MARCH 1, 2009
ALL LEASES ARE FOR THREE SEMESTERS

& THE LEASE DATES ARE FROM JUNE 11,
2008 TO MAY 8, 2009
EARLY "AS-IS" MOVE-IN DATE IS WED. MAY
16, 2008 (WITH CONSENT FORM FROM
ALL ROOMATES)
NO SUBLEASING FOR SUMMER ONLY
ONLY A $'50 SECURITY DEPOSIT
PER PERSON
OFFERING AROUND THE CLOCK
MAINTENANCE

Program- - con.tinued fram Page 2
member will mentor the student
throughout the program.
The program has been focused
on caring for older adults because
ISU has a large amount of faculty
expertise in that area.
The program also meets the
needs of the community.
"The fastest growing age group
in the U.S. is the 85 and older range,"
Dyck said.
"If we get more faculty, and the
faculty expand their research, we
will offer the program in other
areas," Brenda Jeffers, director of
Graduate Programs and Research for
the Mennonite College of Nursing,
said.
"Most students who earn a PhD
usually have a goal of teaching in a
nursing program. I would anticipate
that some of our students would
become faculty here at the
Mennonite College of Nursing,"
Dyck said.
"With quality education, we provide preferred graduate nurses to
area health care settings. With quality research, we can bring in additional dollars to support our programming," Dyck said.
"Mennonite College of Nursing
is very committed to having quality
programs," Jeffers said. "The program brings quality and opportunity
to nursing in Central Illinois," she
added.
For more information on the program visit mcn.ilstu.edu/current_students/graduate/doctoral.shtml.

CO-ED RENTAL ARRANGEMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT HOUSES FOR
THE 2008-2009, ROOMATES NEEDED LIST
& APARTMENTS OPEN FOR THE SPRING
SEMESTER 2008 CALL 309.454.4888 OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR AVAILABILITY.
WWW.REDBIRDAPTS.COM

Please recycle!
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Katrina's effects
still felt

ARe SAF€ Af'l.D worv'T .
(OME 0AC.~ TO 8rTE

You? ·

Today's Opinions Council
Todd Froemling Sports Editor
Kristen Kligis Columnist
Jamey Davidsmeyer Photo Editor
Amy Gorczowski Features Editor
It's been over two years since
Hurricane Katrina hit the southern
portion of Louisiana. Still, residents
of affected towns struggle to keep a
somewhat normal life.
FEMA announced Feb. 14 that
the government-issued trailers provided to the Katrina victims must be
evacuated as soon as possible.
Recent tests conducted found
toxic levels of formaldehyde in the
trailers. There is no federal standard
for levels of formaldehyde, but
according to FEMA, the amount
found in the trailers is enough to
cause burning eyes and breathing
problems.
While formaldehyde is often
used in the production of plywood
resins, such high levels are not typical.
This is not the first realization of
the problem. Complaints from residents began corning in as early as
2006. In May of 2007, FEMA dismissed formaldehyde findings in the
trailers, stating that they complied
with industry standards.
The high levels of formaldehyde
were only aggravated by other conditions in the trailers. Poor ventilation, the size of the trailers and the
temperature of the area all worsened
the effects of the fumes .
Aside from this incident, we find
other Katrina-related problems just
as infuriating.
For instance, why are there still
people living in trailers? For a
tragedy that happened so long ago, it
seems a shame that families are still

forced to live in such poor conditions.
Other areas affected by Katrina,
such as the French Quarter in
Louisiana, are up and running. While
we realize the importance of tourism
to the area, it seems more pertinent to
allow the affected families to gain a
normalcy in their lives before restoring the tourist areas.
Obviously, the U.S. government
could not have prevented Hurricane
Katrina from striking. However, the
efforts to protect citizens and eventually rescue them, were less · than
admirable.
Seeing how the government
largely failed in their duties to protect citizens, one would think they
would do everything in their power
to better their lives now.
To see families who have been
through so much already continue to
be forgotten is a travesty.
Even sadder, it seems that the
media is losing interest in Katrina
victims. A story that has been going
on for two or more years may seem
tiring, but when it affects those who
are citizens of this country, it is our
responsibility as media and as
Americans to not forget about those
affected by Katrina.
Driven from their homes by a
natural disaster. Forgotten by the
government. Placed in temporary
housing, then evacuated with health
problems. With so much focus on
problems in other countries, perhaps .. ·
Americans should shift their focus to
problems much closer to home.

ID~NTITY THEfTS H tT Rf=CORO LEVELS

1M .JOE LYMAN,
JtMMY SM\1\-t, FRt\7
0ROWN,6\JS FOLEY, ·
ANO RAY 6A~KE:R...
WE PLE-A.V NOT
C,Ul..lTY !
(
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Editorial policy is detennined by the student editor, and views expressed in editorials are
those of the majoriJy of the Daily Vidette's Opinions Council. Columns that carry bylines
are the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the.Daily Vidette or
the university.

How I joined.the dark _side
Jennifer Gilmore
M USTAN G DAILY (CAL POLY)

VIEW FROM A_NOTHER CAMPUS

"It's a life!" "It's a woman's
choice!"
The '1ardest part of the whole thing was "coming out" to my nwm, a
This was the scene unfolding in
who, at the time, was the only Republican
my AP government class four years Democrat, and joining my
ago. One staunch conservative and in our entire family.
one screaming liberal. Except I was
the screaming liberal and I was
screaming at one of my (now fellow)
moved in with the president of the brought home, but I believe the Democrat that loved every one of the
Republicans.
I was a liberal before I fully Cal Poly College Republicans last threat is too great in the Middle East · members from their party?
As for the "A" word, it's become
understood politics and what being a year and I must admit I totally passed for that to be done right now. I think
liberal meant. I was a liberal back judgmep.t. "Oh, no," I thought. "I'm that our borders should be more clear to me that the issue will continwhen the only two issues being dis- going to be living with a secure and that health care should be ually cross party lines because it's
cussed were (and sometimes still Republican?! Not one of those!" But left up to the free market. I'm defi- such a personal issue. Also, for the
record, I can only think of one perare) abortion and gay marriage, two I had conversations with her about nitely a Republican.
The hardest part of the whole son I know who's pro-life. When it
issues that have repeatedly crossed politics and I talked to the other people in the club and I repeatedly had thing was "coming out'' to my mom, comes to the oppressing-the-lowerparty lines.
Back then I would have said how bright moments of "Wait, that's what a loyal Democrat, and joining my class accusation, I don't think believdad, who, at the time, was the only ing that my dad shouldn't pay more
liberal I was because I believed in a I believe in, too." And it felt good.
It felt good to no longer associate Republican in our · entire family. of his paycheck he's worked so hard
woman's right to choose and, if
given the chance, I would have said myself with people who made me Then there's the judgment that peo- for to support those who don't work
how tired I was of the seemingly feel guilty for being who I was and to ple pass on you once you tell them really counts as oppression. It's more
like letting people keep what they
homophobic views of our previous not be the only person in the room you're a Republican.
I've had to defend my views earn.
generation and that our country who really didn't think that invading
- This is the first election in which
needed to provide the right of civil Iraq was such a bad idea and who more often than I ever did when I
unions to gay and straight couples didn't understand why the upper was a liberal, which is probably why I've voted Republican and the entire
class was supposedly so evil.
I was able to so easily slip under the process was really exciting. Instead
alike.
I realized how conservative I am radar as a Democrat for so long with- of supporting someone that I
These are two things that I still
. believe in, but since that scene four when it comes to most political out even realizing I was a fraud. assumed represented what I wanted,
years ago I've fi gured out that none issues. I think all taxes and govern- People assume that you automatical- I was able to fully get behind a canof any of my other views are aligned ment spending should be cut, that the ly love Bush and you 're pro-life and didate and wholeheartedly support
with the Democratic Party (not to government should have a smaller you somehow love to oppress the him.
Even though my candidate didn't
mention the Democratic Party does- role in our lives in general. I support lower class. The truth is that Bush
n't stand strong enough for gay school vouchers because our govern- has made mistakes that we, as mem- win (sorry, Mitt), I know that this
ment has failed to provide us with bers of his party, do acknowledge, November I'll enthusiastically suprights anyway).
It all started with increased quality schools (especially in this and we definitely don't always agree port the party that really has my
knowledge and exposure to those state, but that's another article alto- with everything that he's done. But interests in mind, even if it took me a
whose views I really agreed with. I gether). I wish our troops could be when was the last time you met a while to realize it.

loyal

dad,

What do you think about the
limited access to donns for
upperclassmen?

Fine with -me
31%
It is unfair
49%
Doesn't matter
19%
Disclaimer: This poll is not scientific and reflects

the opinions of only those users who choose to
participate,

Daily Vidette
Letters Policy
• The Daily Vidette welcomes and encourages letters
to the editor, provided they are no longer than 250
words and are typed and double-spaced, Letters that
el<ceed the 250 word limit can be published al the
editor's discretion but shorter letters take precedence. Letters containing name calling and insults
will not be published.
• Letters must be signed and contain the major or
official title of the wri ter, the year in school if
presently enrolled, address and a daytime telephone
number for verification. Letters without phone numbers will not be considered for publimtion.
• Names may be withheld upon reques~ but only
after approval by the editor.
• Letters are subject to editing for style and space al
the editor's discretion.
• Letters sent via electronic mail to
vidette@ilstu.edu are accepted, provided they
include a telephone number for verification. Letters
sent as an attachment cannot be accepted.
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McLean {))unty Sheriff's Office offers scholarship
Chris Davies
DAILY VIDETTE STAFF

Friday, Feb. 8
At 8: 17 a.m. ISU police received
a report of criminal defacement in
Watterson Towers. A building service foreman showed police several
instances of graffiti on various walls
and doors throughout the building.
All totaled there were 10 different
drawings done in 9 locations, mostly
in black spray paint The foreman
estimated that they must have been
done between 11 p.m. on February 7
and 7 a.m. on February 8. There are
no suspects.
At 2:15 p.m. A staff member at
Metcalf Elementary reported that a
female student had $ 100 stolen from
her purse. The purse was reported
missing on February 7 and as recovered in an empty locker with the
money missing. Officers noted that
this crime was similar to one reported on November 20. There are no
suspects.

Saturday, Feb. 9
At 4:16 a.m. ISU police arrested
a male student for illegal consumption of alcohol by a minor in
Watterson Towers. Police were
called because the student was
attempting to sneak people into the
building, and when the student was
questioned, police detected a strong
scent of alcohol on his breath. The
student refused a portable breath test
and was taken into custody. The student was turned over into McLean
County Jail.
At 11:15 a.m. a female ISU faculty member reported seeing two
separate defacements near the

Center for the Performing Arts. The
first was located on the sign for the
CPA on the northeast side of the
building, the other on a window on
the west side of the building. The
drawings were done in black marker
and appeared to be by the same person. There are nq suspects.

Monday, Feb. 11
At 4:32 p.m. IStJ police received
a report of criminal defacement in
the underpass at Main St. and
College Ave. There were three different drawings on the walls of the
underpass, as well as one on a nearby trash can. The ISU staff member
who reported the defacement said
the gra:ffitj ·was not there when _he
last walked through the underpass on
February 8. There are no suspects.

Tuesday, Feb. 12
At 9:06 a.m. ISU police arrested
a female student in Felmley Hall on
an active warrant from McLean
County. The warrant was for a failure to appear in court for a traffic
violation. The student was transferred to McLean County Jail.

Checl<.us out at

www.dailyvidette.com
BILLS STACKING UP7
NEED A LOAN TO
CLEAR THEM OUT?

I/IIE CJIII HELPI
1·888•555•4080
GOOD I BAD CREDIT WELCOIEI

"I think that it is great that the sheriff's office is offering
scholarships. This will help inore peopk enter into
higher education."
- Ben Speck
Junior criminal justice major
ship;" Robin Norris of the McLean
County Sheriff's Office, said: "This
scholarship is renewed each year,
and a pflllel selects the person who
wrote the best essay to win the
scholarship."
Each applicant must apply in the
county in which they claim permanent residence. Applications are
available at local sheriff's offices or
online at ilsferiff.org, once completed the application must be handed in
or mailed to the sheriff's office.
The deadline for this scholarship
is March 14, 2008. All applications
must be handed in or postmarked by
this date in order to be considered.
"I think that it is great that the
sheriff's office is offering scholarships," Ben Speck, junior criminal
justice major, said. "This will help
more people enter into higher educa-

tion." The award money will be distributed in two parts, directly to the
school the winner will be attending.
Half of the scholarship will be
awarded during the first semester,
the other half during the second
semester.
· The award is intended to be used
to cover tuition, books and other
fees. However, it is not intended to
be used for hou~ing or other expenses. The Illinois Sheriffs' Association
states thatthe goal of the scholarship
is "to be aninvestrnent in the future
which will provide better communications with the residents of the
communities served."
Winners of the scholarship will
be announced on May 2, 2008, two
alternates will also be selected in
case the winner cannot accept the
award.

Study shows sadness affects spending limits
Stephanie Lyons
DAILY VIDETTE STAFF

Sadness associated with selffocus could have strong effects
on the spending limits of an individ- ·
ual.
A recent study discovered participants who were sad and selffocused, feeling down about themselves, were more likely to pay three
times more for a water bottle than
those in a neutral state.
"Our thought about this finding
is that this might be a sign that those
Alex Lawson people who are sad and self-focused
are doing something to try to make
· "Jhe111$elyes feel, t.?etter, Even though
they might not.be aware of the motivation for their purchasing," James
Gross, co-author of the study and
professor of psychology at Stanford
University, said.
Participants of the study were
separated into two groups. The first
group viewed a video clip that was
deemed sad.
The Second group watched a
neutral video clip. The participants
completed a corresponding essay
after viewing the clips.
"Something that was new to this
study was that we went back to the
essays, and .we counted the number
of times that participants referenced
themselves in the essays," Cynthia
Cryder, co-author and doctoral student at Carnegie Mellon, said.
Feeling a sense of sadness does
not necessarily mean a person will

At 3 p.m. ISU police re~eived a
report of a car displaying a fraudulent parking decal in lot S-35. The
car was towed and when the driver, a
male student, admitted that a friend
made the decal for him out of an old
permit for the S-104 lot. The case
was forwarded to Community
Rights & Responsibilities.

Compiled by

Sheriff Mike Emery, of the
McLean County Sheriff's Office, in
association with the Illiriois Sheriffs'
Association, will be offering a $500
scholarship to one student pursuing
higher education in the 2008-2009
academic year. This scholarship is a
part -of the Illinois Sheriffs'
Association scholarships, which
total over $53,000 .. in awards
statewide. A scholarship is available
in every county in Illinois.
There are no restrictions for the
award based upon race, age, creed,
color, sex " or national origin.
However, applicants must be permanent Illinois residents, utilize the
scholarship at an institution of higher education . within the- State of
Illinois and be enrolled full~time
during the 2008-2009 school year
(excluding summer).
Applicants must include an essay
in order to qualify for the award. The
essay must address the biggest problem facing youth in the community
and suggestions to the sheriff's
office on how to deal with that problem. "Every county has this scholar-

"Our thought about this finding is that this might be a
sign that those peopk who are sad and self-focused are
doing something to try to make themselves feel better.
·Even though they might not be aware of the motivation
Jot their_ purchasing."
- James Gross
Co-author of the study and professor of psychology at Stanford University
shop and spend more to occupy their
time.
A sense of self- focus must be
associated with the sadness.
"It turned· out that sad people
who.referenced themselves the most
•in the essay -were the ones -who had-·
the large increase in price. Those
who were sad but did not show the
self-focus did not show the increase
in price compared to neutral people," Cryder said.
The study solidified the concept
of a stripped down version of retail
therapy that some people use when
feeling down.
"A lot of people see retail therapy as an intentional attempt to make
themselves feel better. They know
they have been down so they go out
to sh(!p to make themselves feel better," Cryder said.
When someone shops to make
themselves feel better, they may be
doing it subconsciously without
realizing what they are doing.
"It kind of has this devaluation of
the self which triggers a desire to

enhance the self because they are not
feeling so great. It can manifest itself
in several other domains including
increased valuation of material
goods," Cryd~r said.
When feeling down and out,
-instead of. s~nding money students
can concentrate on other activities to
give their wallets a break.
"One of the most common is
using social support. Find a friend
and hang out with them. Another
possibility is doing something vigorous and athletic to increase your
mood state," Gross said.
· After making a large purchase,
consumers should look back at previous purchases they made.
"An important step is for people
to reevaluate all major purchases a
day or two days after they have been
made. Make a habit of it because
people aren't aware that their emotional state would influence their
decisions," Cryder said.
Being aware of current emotional states could influence the way an
individual spends.
·

Did You
'

Know?
·It only ta~es
J 7·muscles to
smile, while
it.takes 43 ·
muscles to frown~
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Do uou reanu want to Hue in an

apartment that was built
netore uou were norn7
Did you know that SAMI is the ONLY apartment
management company in town that has built one and ·
two bedroom apartments since 1990! While everybody
else has built four-bedroom complexes to maximize
profits, SAMI has been building whatYOU'VE been asking
for - spacious one and two-bedroom units with open
floor plans, bigger kitchens and roomier bathrooms.
And only SAMI offers our "ALL-INCLUSIVE" payment plan!
Just one check pays for everything!
Rent, Electric, Water & Gas, Cable
and Internet!

Our brand new complex, Heartland Village features 2-bedroom
2-bath units with large walk-in closets, washer& dryers in each
apartment, a fitness center &jogging trail, swimming pool and
a large community lounge ...what more could you want?

Responding to the Changing Needs of Students

888-4600

--

608 KINGSLEY • NORMAL

sami.com
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Microsoft threatening·a hostile takeover of media conglomerates
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Yahoo .
Inc. hopes media conglomerate News •
•
.
.
.
·
• .
.
Corp. can rescue it from a Microsoft. 'Buying Yahoo makes tremendous senseforMicrO$O/t,
Corp. _takeover, or a~ least ~rove the more sense than anoy other company in the world."
shunpmg Internet pioneer 1s worth
.
.
more money than its unsolicited suitor
·
wants to pay.
- Ken Marlin ·
A News Corp. partnership could ·
New Your investment banker
provide Yahoo .with the escape hatch
that the Sunnyvale-based company has
been seeking since Microsoft pounced banker specializing in medi;i and $28.% and News Corp. shares
technology . 'deals. Both The Wall slipped 10 cents to finjsh at $19:93.
with its takeover bid two weeks ago.
If nothing else, the possibility of Street Journal and a prominent blog,
· Based on Microsoft's current
Yahoo joining forces with one of the TechCrunch, reported that News · market value,its cash-and-stock bid
world's largest media · empires could Corp. is interested in folding its pop- . for Ylilioo now stands at$29.50 per
prompt Microsoft to-sweeten its bid, ular online social network; share, or about $41 billion. Yahoo
which was originally valued at $44.6. MySpace:com, and other Internet rejected Microsoft's offer Monday,
·
assets into Yahoo, an idea that first saying it ~'substantially undervalbillion, or $31 per share.
Yahoo is believed to w_ant at least came up last year. News Corp. _owns ues" assets that include one of the
$40 per share, or about $56 billiqn.
The Wall Street Journal.
Internet's biggest audiences and
The details of the proposed News
News Corp. and a private equity best-known brands. .
'
, Corp. alliance were still being worked firm reportedly would buy signifiMicrosoft has held firm so far,
' out Wednesday, accordirig to a person cant stakes in Yahoo as part of a calling its original bid "full and fair"
familiar with the situation. The person complex .deal designed to push the while threatening to launcb, a hostile
didn't want to be identified{>ecause the Sunnyvale-based company's mar- takeover attempt. "What's unclear
talks are considered confidential.
ket value toward $50 billion.
now is whetherYahoo is just trying
Most analystli believe Microsoft
A Yahoo spokesman said the to get·a higher offer or if the compawill do w~atever necessary to buy company continues to "carefully ny really doesn't want to sell to
Yahoo because the world's largest soft- and thoroughly" evaluate. altema- Microsoft," said Peter Falvey, a
ware maker views the acquisition as tives that- will enrich its long-term technology investment banker with
the best way to counteract Google shareholders. Yahoo's board report- Revolution Partners.
Inc.'s dominance of the online search edly is to meet again Thursday or
Although News Corp. Chairman
and ad markets, a battleground that is Friday to consider the company's Rupert Mur~och unequivocally said
rapidly reshaping the technology and next move. News Corp. spokes- during a conference call last week
media industries.
woman .Teri · Everett declined to that his New York-based company
'!Buying Yahoo·makes tremendous comment on the Yahoo talks.
isn't interested in an outright acquiAP Photo
sense for Microsoft, more sense than
Yahoo shares climbed 31 cents_ sition of Yahoo, he didn't rule out Rupert Murdoch, who controls global media conglomerat!: News Corp.,
any other company in the world," said to $29.88 Wednesday while · the possibility of a deal involving
speaks at a hews conference in New York in this file photo of Oct. 20,_
Ken Marlin, a New York investment Microsoft shares gained 62 cents to MySpace.
2006.

Do,1·t . forget to recycle t~11s
copy of t~1e ·Daily V1dette.
t=o• a g•eat

Apa•t111ent?

Register Now!! Leagues begin S11nda.v, February 24th I!
CALL JOHN ANDERSON AT THE 'k"MCA FOR.MORE INFORMATION 827-6233 or Jolma@bnynica.org

~-1~i ~~i-~,;~~- ~i~i~!J.4iji1· .,...
ADULT SPORTS WINTER 2008

CO-ED ADULT DODGEBAll LEAGUE
Individual reglstratlon / cartains submit rosters / Fun teams encouraged
Yl'ylCA Members $25 per player / Non-Members $39 per player
College & Corporate dMsions; wtinners play in The Dodgebowl
championship game at season's end

MEN'S RECREATIONAL BASKETBAll lEAOUE
Indlvtdual reglstratlon I Captains submit rosters / Full teams encouraged

so ·to & from· U of I

YMCA Members $ZS per player / Non-Members $39 per player

Every·90 M_inutes.

ADULT OUTDOOR ROLLER HOCKEY LEAGUE

24 Hours a Day·- 365 Days a Year

Games begin April 5th I 8 games + playoffs
Games Saturdays at One Norma) Plaza / Full teams or lndivtdual
YMCA Members $25 / Ncm-l\1embers $39 / Goalles FREE
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-Astron auts work on setting ·u p new European lab Columbus
HOUSTON (AP) - With two of said she is very happy that Europe
their three spacewalks completed, has increased its participation in
the astronauts aboard the linked space station research.
"We are now acquiring more
shuttle-station complex focused
Thursday on getting the new knowledge, and this also brings
Columbus lab up and running. ·
more respect for what we're doing,"
NASA extended Atlantis' mis- she said.
sion by a day on Wednesday to give
Merkel had several questions for
the crew more time to work on the German astronaut Hans Schlegel,
lab, Europe's main contribution to including one about how he is feeling, an apparent reference to the illthe international space station.
Computer problems that hacl hin- ness that forced NASA to pull him
dered the activation process were from Monday's spacewalk to install
fixed by Thursday, and the space sta- Columbus. Schlegel, 56, has
tion crew hoped to be able to begin declined to disclll,S his condition and
science operations as soon as did not mention it in his answer,
instead talking about how perfectly
Atlantis departs next week
. "For me, it's still hard to believe the Columbus module is working.
that it's real," French astronaut
"We feel excellent, and it couldLeopold Eyharts told German n't be any better," he said.
Chancellor Angela Merkel and
Schlegel looked and sounded fit
European Space Agency chief Jean- on Wednesday as he participated in a
Jacques Dordain in a Thursday nearly seven-hour spacewalk to
replace a depleted nitrogen tank
broadcast from inside Columbus.
Speaking in German, Merkel _ from the space station.

US. Officials
say dead
satellite will
be shot down
WASIIlNGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon is planning to shoot down
a broken spy satellite expected to hit .
the Earth in early March, The
Associated Press has learned.
U.S. officials said Thursday that
the option preferred by _the Bush
administration will be to fire a mis~
sile from a U.S. Navy cruiser, and
shoot doWn the satellite before it
enters Earth's atmoSphere. .
The ,o:f&cials sp6k:fbn condition
of anonymity ._because·· t he., options
will not,b.e publicly discussed until a ·
later Penta.Poi}.
, ~ :tiriefino.
. . . b _..
,.,_ M;· ,•••' . :
~ ~~t~~~ a1?<?.u' ~ e~ ~ ~.~ ·
Pentag<?9-ff! spokes~ : 3.cfBcyanWhitmanisfild;'"We havebeen looking at ways .ti>"mitiga~ the 1fls~i!>le risk to human lives and to.:den:ion- )
Strate our continuing commitment to '
safe and responsible space operations."
The disabled satellite is expected
to hit the Earth the first week of
March. Officials said the Navy
would likely shoot it dowi:J. before
then, using a special missile . modified for the task
Other· details about the missile
and the targeting were not immediately available. But the decision
involves several U.S. agencies,
including the Department of
Homeland Security and the State
Department.
One of the main goals qf the
satellite's destruction is to prevent
any sensitive equipment from falling
into the wrong hands.
"We are worried about some. thip,g showing up one-Bay," defense
and intelligence expert John Pike
· said, adding that breaking up the
satellite's pieces lessens the chance
that sensitive U.S. technology could
wind up in @inese hands. ·
"What they have to be worried
about is that a souvenir collector is
going to find some piece, put it on eBay and the Chinese buy it," said
Pike, who is director of the defense
research group GlobalSecurity.org.
The State Department declined _to
comment on the plan ahead of the
Pentagon announcement, but said its
role in such a scenario would be to
inform foreign governments that the
action was not hostile in nature.

AP Photo

This image provided by NASA the space station's robotic Canadann2 moves the Columbus laboratory from its
stowage position in •Space Shuttle Atlantis' (STS-122) payload bay to the starboard side of the Harmony module
Monday.

·nid _y ou know.~.
Co unt·cle -G ris le y,·in 17·99,
was the first • a gic ia n to . ,
p erform .t he ~rick o f ·
sawing.a ~o--.an
... i~- h alf?_.
,
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~oriday Nights 7:00 .pm at Bocata Gyros
(formerly Latte nme Coffee) 706 S. Main, Normal
hosted by the Christadelphians www.one-gospel.o

,
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RecSports
Schedule ·of Events
1-on-1 Basketball Tournament

CoRec Dodgeball Tournament

Roster Due:

Wed Feb 20, 2008 _

Wed Feb 27, 2008

Event:

Weekday Tourney ·

Weekend Tourney

Entry Fee:

$5 per participant ·

Location:

Horton Field House

. $20
Horton North Gym

Location:

Captain Meeting: NIA

Captain Meeting: N/A

Meeting Location: NIA

Meeting Location: At Event

Roster Min/Max:

Individual Event

Roster Min/Max:

6/10

Leagues:

Men, Women, Urider/Over a·.tt.

Le~gues:·

CoRec

Play Begins:

Mon_Feb·2s,·2ooa

Play Begins:

Sat Mar 1, 2008

Wisdom Teeth
Broken Teeth
Toothaches

IMMEDIJ'fE ·
;EMERGE~CV CARE
DENTIST
(within walking dm:ance from ISU)

· Dr. Jeffery Jone$
305 S. Linden, Normal 454-5830
AFTER HOURS 454-9867

-fe:. US. Cellulru:
....

U.S. Cellular is wireless
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Come see us at your .
Career Fairs Feb. 18 & 19
Archer Daniels Midland Company is a world
leader in BioEnergy and has a premier position
in the agricultural processing value chain. We
count on the ambition and creativity of our
colleagues to help us enhance our position as a
global leader in the development of food, feed
and fuel products.
Whether you are looking to start your career or
a summer internship, ADM is the place to be.
As a Fortune 100 company, we are committed
to providing opportunities, training and
benefits that exceed expectations.
At ADM, the opportunity is yours.

Visit us online at www.adm.jobs!

Congratulations to the ISU students who have
accepted full-time positions with us.
• Jacob Brannan
• Ashley Dehm
• Jon Hamby

ADM
•.
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SELECTION 7 VALUE ., LOCATION
Professional Staff

RUTHERFORD SUITES
.

. ,,

~

202 NORTH FELL

·ai
,

-,!____ ... ,. --·-·-- -

Premier Locations

KITCHEti
1J'1 'X 11'1'

Exceptional Amenities

LIVING ROOM
l3'3't 22'6'

BEDROOM
s·o•i 13.;i·

Exce tional Locatio n
• Located on rhe corner of Fell & Mulberry
• Fo ur Floor Plan:, to Choose From :
The Oxf<.mt- Four Bedroom/ Two Bathrooms

1,423 SQ FT

The Wa terfo rd- Four Bedroom/ Three Bathrooms

1,804 SQ FT

SOLD OUT

T he Ashfo rd- Four Bedroom/ Th ree Bathrooms

1,590 SQ FT

SOLD OUT

The Sratford- Three Bedroom/ O ne Bathroom

1,152 SQ FT

SOLD OUT

• Modern Kitchens Featuring:
Breakfast Bar wi th Stools, 21 Cubic Ft. Refrigerator,
Stove, Over the Range Microwave Hood Combination,
Dishwasher, & Lots of Cabinet Space

• 13' Balcony
• Central Air
• Highspeed Internet Provided
• Washer & Dryer Included
• Ceiling Fans
• Large Bedrooms with Full Size Beds,
Computer Desks, & Five Drawer Dressers
• Walk in Closets with Closet Organizers
• Phone & C able Ports in Every Bedroom
• Four Parking Spots
• Big Screen or 42" Plasma TV Available
• Secured Entrance & Elevator
• Cathedral Ceiling (Upper U nits O nly)

454--338 •

.yarealty.com • 31 1 S. Main • Normal, IL 61761
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27 Dresses
4 out of 5 stars

There Will
Be Blood
5 out of 5 stars

James Meece
DAILY ,VmETIE STAFF

It is rare when a film with condition. After both are told they
award-winning actors, a great have less than a year to live, they
director,and an innovative premise decide to create and complete a
goes from being an Oscar sweeper ·"bucket list."
to a box office · dud :Jbis perfect
Their list is all-encompassing,
storm materializes in "The Bucket with ridiculous tasks like skydivList," a wannabe tear jerking drama ing, getting a tattoo and kissing the
featuring two of the greatest actors most beautiful girl in the world.
of the last several decades.
Also on the inventory are attemptMorgan Freeman and Jack ed inspirational goals including
Nicholson star as- elderly hospital . witnessing something miraculous
roommates both ravaged by cancer and helping out a complete
with under a year left to live. From stranger.
the beginning of their hospital stay
Much to the embarrassment of
the two realize they are polar oppo- Chambers' family, the pair embarks
sites. Edward Cole (Nicholson) is a on the journey seizing the day and
multimillionaire hospital mogul doing the activities they have
with several estranged wives, always wanted to do.' Conveniently
forced in a double occupancy hos- funded by Cole's generous bank
pital room because of his stingy account, their bucket list takes them
Chambers skydiving, racing classic cars and
policies.
Carter
(Freeman) is a religious, hardwork- traveling all across the world.
Their quest got off to an exhila- ·
ing family man.
The duo become fast friends rating start with the skydiving, racthrough months of watching ing and tattoo acquisitions, but their
"Jeopardy!", playing cards and tasks go downhill from there. Over
commiserating together about their a half hour of the movie was of

• The closet is filled with an array
of tac]fy dresses, that would ,send·-.
any normal· girl running in ·fear.
From the frilly pink dress to the
not-so-flattering green dress, these
outfits are smashed in the closet.
Tµe character gazes proudly at
her 27 bridesmaid dresses and the
memories they have.
'Meet Jane (Katherine Heigl).
Jane is the type of person who puts
everyone's needs before'hers, when
really she needs to focus on herself.
One of the things that separates her
from everyone else is her intense
love for weddings and knowing
what her wedding will be exactly.
The movie's opening scene
takes the viewer on a whirlwind
rollercoaster as they watch as Jane
attends two weddings in a night as
a bridesmaid. The style of the two
weddings is completely different
and the viewers watch as Jane
scrambles to look the part of the
bridesmaid needed
After attending 27 weddings,

"There Will Be Blood" is nominated for several academy awards,
including the most prestigious
award of best picture. Why 'There
Will Be Blood" is nominated for
best picture becomes obvious within the first half an hour of the film
and becomes more prevalent as the
movie goes on.
Paul Thomas Anderson, the
director of the film, has put together what is close to being the perfect
movie. A perfect film draws the
audience in from the beginning and
at some point makes the .audience
forget they are watching a film. It
draws the audience so far into the
story that nothing else matters to
them.
This is exactly what "There Will
• Be Blood" does. It fascinates audiences with the characters, while
.giving very little information about
them. The characters in "There Will
Be ,Blood" are an anomaly and can
, be summed up in one-word phrases
'and at the same time, have entire

them traveling in Cole's private jet . his life. Many avid moviegoers
and going to random parts of the remember a similar inspirational
world. This tour is monotonous and film featuring recollections by him:
made it seem as if the list was cre- 'The Shawshank Redemption."
ated as an excuse not to seize the
Although
Freeman
and
Nicholson each give fine perforday, but to see the sights.
The movie sets up for a mean- mances, their characters lack develingful ending that is supp0sed to opment. Chambers is painted as an
malce the audience think. In reality, altruistic family man early in the
the ending is just
predictable as movie, yet he leaves his family durthe average chick flick, with the ing his.final days. .
Nicholson's~ character l!,lso
outcome foreseen as early as the
first half hour of the film.
leaves audience members puzzled.
While the premise of the movie He is portrayed to be a Scroogeis original and innovative com- like character, putting his business
pared to the majority of new in front of his family in nearly
movies hitting tlie theaters, it is still every circumstance. However, that
lacking in substance. It seems as plotline is never expanded on, makthough director Rob Reiner was ing a main character in the film
content having superstar actors seem like a stranger.
Overall, "The Bucket List" has
Freeman and Nicholson attempt to
mesh on the screen rather than use the actors and premise to be a great
a quality script, something this film, but is held back by a lifeless
movie is desperately lacking.
script. A movie like this should
Adding to its unoriginality is make the viewer think about life,
the fact that the entire movie is nar- not about how much longer the
rated by Freeman looking back on film is going to drag on.

as

she becomes of interest to writer and if there is more for her to do. It are some very fµn scenes that will
Kevin ~James-Marsden); who·wit- ; is a-struggl~·of knowing·if there is "' hav.l? the,·audience laughing, ,one
nessed her night of two weddings. more to the girl who was a brides- that includes the song "Benny ·a nd
Jane develops an instant loathing maid 27 times.
the Jets."
for Kevin, who is a complete cynic.
Heigl (Knocked Up, Grey's
The writers do ari excellent job
It also d~s not help that Jane is in Anatomy) is given the chance to with this movie. While it has some
love with someone else.
show off her fun side. She manages moments that are a bit out there,
Jane and Kevin are the epitome to nail each emotion on the head they had an understanding of what
of a . love/hate relationship. He and even manages to make Jane would work and what would not
seems to enjoy getting under her likeable, which can sometimes be There is only so far a scene can go
skin, while she does whatever she difficult.
without becomil).g laughable.
can to completely ignore him.
Casting James Marsden as Luckily, this was seldom the case
As it turns out, Jane is com- Kevin was a brilliant choice. This for this particular movie.
pletely infatuated with another man has just begun to show
With some movies of this
man, one who incidentally turns out Hollywood what he can do. genre, the predictability can
to be her boss, George (Edward Marsden has been in his fair share become tiresome and can leave the
Burns). George treats her like any of movies recently. Marsden has movie feeling too long. This is not
other employee, not really noticing previously been in the hits X-Men, the case with "27 Dresses" as it
she is head over heels in love with Hairspray and Enchanted.
adds a fresh new twist on certain
him.
Heigl and Marsden have an situations. It is an enjoyable movie
However, it's Jane.'s bubbly, instant chemistry on screen and which is all one can ask for.
confident sister who snags George know exactly how to play off one
"27 Dresses" is the type of
as a lovelorn Jane watches her sis- another emotions. Their chemistry movie that combines every element
ter date the man she loves.
is what makes this movie success- of a typical "chick flick" into one7
This recent heartbreak cues ful.
It is the run-of-the mill, predictable,
something inside of Jane and she
The movie will definitely put over-the-top love story. And yet it
has trouble figuring out who she is smiles on the viewers' faces. There somehow works.

pieces written about their depth and
still not touch the surface.
The film is as simple as "this
character is the good guy and this
other character, he is the bad guy,"
but at the same time makes us question who is really good and who is
really bad, and what is the definition of a good guy or bad guy anyway? Typical film rules work on the
surface here, but when viewers look
deeper they will realize that standard rules mean nothing in this
film. "There Will Be Blood" moves
slow, at some points very slow, but
it is supposed to. If it were sped up
at all, it would ruin the entire film.
Anderson has created not only a
film, but an overall feeling.
Anderson and Daniel Day Lewis,
the lead in the film, do what they
both do best . tap into those very
raw, human emotions. Anger, loneliness, greed and in some scenes
faith, are not only viewed on the
screen, but felt by the audience.
Adopted from the Upton

Sinclair novel' 'Oil," "There W ill ··their own stories and start to interBe Blood" tells the story of the rise twine with Plainview and the story.
of a 20th century oil barren and his One of the characters is the leader
pioneering of the business. The of the church in the town, who is
main character is Daniel Plainview, one of the beginning evangelists.
portrayed brilliantly by Daniel Day He uses dramatic rituals and sensaLewis, and he is the family oil man. tion to get people to join his conHe travels with his son, who is por- gregation. Throughout the film we
trayed by several actors as he ages get clashes and agreements
the
preacher
and
throughout the film, starting oil between
Plainview, including one of the
wells.
The first 10 minutes of the film most dramatic scenes ever created
just kind of gives an outline of what when Plainview is forced to confess
exactly Plainview does, and then his sins in front of the congregation.
The whole film relied on Daythe plot gets jump started when a
strange visitor comes and offers Lewis' performance, and he did not
Plainview knowledge about oil rich fail. Day- Lewis brings all his emoland for money. This takes him out tions to the screen. Day- Lewis is
west to California, where he comes not acting as this character, Dayto a realization that there is a lot of Lewis is this characteL
Overall "There Will Be Blood"
money to be made off the oil and
should win the award for best picthe town in general.
The audience is then witness to ture. It is brilliantly directed, uses
Plainview buying the land up and the Johnny Greenwood soundtrack .
starting his oil empire in this newly to its advantage in perfect ways and
discovered land As this empire is overall, captivates audiences more
built, numerous characters begin than any film this year.
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ACROSS
1 Storage box
6 Jakarta's island
1o Ancient Briton
14 Moorland
15 Radiate
16 Done with
17 Faux·pas
18 Court order
19 Refer to in a
footnote
20 Comfortable, in
away
22 French roll
24 Slippery swimmer
25 Makes
concessions to
appease
26 Superior skill
29 For one ·
31 Pie topping
34 Scottish plaid
39 Occupied
40 "Sesame
Streeet" network
42 Slaphappy
43 Considered
45 Desire for
nourishment
47 Presidential coin
value ·
49 WWII troop
transport
50 Caffeine or
nicotine
54 Sprite
57 Deranged
58 Catherine the
Great, for one
62 Crazy way to run
63 Ground grain
65 Danger
66 Dunce-cap shape
67 Likewise
68 Paris divider
69 Was aware of
70 TV drama, "_
Blue"
71 English county
DOWN
1 Masticate
2 Present!
3 Noble title
4 Lifted with light
lingers
5 Spasm
6 Goldblum of
"The Fly"

1

2

3

4

5

14
17

20.

--+_ ____,,__,1,--

1-

43

57
62

--+-----

166

69

www.harrybJiss.com

7 French friend
8 Practicable
9 Draw in
10 Hot drink
11 Boot out
12 River of Hades
13 Family charts
21 Marking device
23 Glacial epoch
25 Parti-colored
26 In the thick of
27 Surrealist
Magritte
28 Steadfast
30 Young dog
32 Belief: suit.
33 Conifer leaf
35 Decompose
36 Hard work
37 Stern areas
38 Dimitri 's denial
41 Health haven
44 Hotel's cab
caller
46 Chief exec
48 Probable
50 Taken
(surprised)

Facebook
announces
easier way to
delete profile

.,.

2/15/08

© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

(U-WIRE)
CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - Instead of having to delete
every single message, wall post and
photo to erase a Facebook profile,
users can now remove their
accounts with a single e-mail.
But Harvard students are in no
rush to do so.
Facebook
announced
on
Tuesday that users can e-mail the
company to request removal of their
account, though there is still no simple way for members to delete their
profiles on their own.
Carlos Che Salazar '09 said that
although he does not plan on using
Facebook later in life, he would not
permanently delete his profile.
"It might be something like a
yearbook I'd want to take out," he
said of his Facebook page.
Salazar added that he doesn't
find the online networking site par- "
ticularly intrusive.
.
"I think it's slightly invasive, bµt ·
no more invasive than other fonns
of communication," he said.
"It concerns me as much as
everything else - like cell phones, email, invasive advertising, the military-industrial complex."
Until this week, there were no
clear instructions for removing
one's Facebook page.
The process required "deleting
everything that is related to your
profile," according to the growing
Facebook group "How to delete
your Facebook profile."
Some Harvard students said that
they weren't troubled by this dependence on the site administrators.
'They obviously want people to
stay on Facebook - that's why they
don't make it easy to leave," said
Talal M . Alhammad ' 1l.
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"Would you knowingly cheat to b e b e tter at
s omething jus t to m a k e millions of dollars ?
Well would you? Son? ... Son?,,
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51 Dud
52 Jockey Julie
53 Cockeyed
55 Memory
blackout
56 Emancipates
58 Doofus

59 "A Severed
Head" writer
Murdoch
60 Number of
Muses
61 Actor Karras
64 Cleo's undoing

Study says finding love is top priority for men
(U-WIRE) BATON ROUGE,
La. - Glenn Aucoin and Lyndsay
Kimball first met in their theatre
class one year ago. And, coincidentally, they lived in the same apartment complex. Kimball, a graduating theatre senipr,·andAucoin, a theatre sophomore, plan to remain
together after each graduates despite
their age difference. Kimball wants
to move to Chicago or New York
City, and Aucoin plans to go with her
after he graduates.
Aucoin is an example of a majority of men who would rather follow
their hearts over anything else.
The antiquated standard has been

that men focus on their careers while
women concentrate on their relationships. A recent study shows men are
going against this stereotype.
About 51 percent of women and
61.3 percent of men placed the pursuit of a relationship as a higher priority than achieving other goals such
as establishing a career or getting an
education.
The findings suggest that college
men and women have strong desires
for their goals and their relationships.
Catherine
Mosher,
Duke
University . Medical Center health
psychology intern, and Sharon

Danoff-Burg, University of Albany
assistant professor, conducted the
study.
The study involved 237 undergraduate students- 80 men and 157
women - and asked them to rate various goals in order of importance.
These included physical fitness,
financial stability, homeownership,
contributions to society, career and
ed"!lcation. Of seven goals, career
and education were the top-rated priorities.
After each goal was rated,
researchers asked students if they
would choose a · relationship over
their goals.

The research had limitations.
The sample of students was taken
from the northeastern part of the
United States, and the authors did
not assess socioeconomic status,
which may greatly influence life priorities.
Rita Culross, interim director of
women and gender studies, said the
split in women's priorities correlate
with college statistics.
More than half of college graduates are women. Culross said she
thinks the increasing number of
female . college graduates shows
women are more prepared to balance
their careers and relationships.
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• 1 Bedroom
• Big Kitchen
• Central Air!
• Laundry On Site
• Off-Street Parking
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Ok Go produces album for charity
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(U-WIRE)HAMDEN,Conn. OK Go's popularity has risen greatly following their choreographed
treadmill routine to their song "Here
It Goes Again." With 29,433,633
views on YouTube, the band may
have some bragging rights, but it's
their involvement in community service after Hurricane Katrina that's
worth bragging about.
The Chronicle spoke with
Damian Kulash, the 32-yeat-old
s'mger and guitarist for the band,
about Hurricane Katrina, politics,
and what makes the band so unique.
OK Go recently teamed up with
the trombone group Bonerama and
collaborated on the album, "You're
NotAlone," available exclusively on
iTunes; Profits from the sale of the
album will go toward Sweet Home
New Orleans, a non-profit organization that helps musical and cultural
communities within New Orleans
access resources and obtain affordable housing after Hurricane
Katrina. Proceeds from the record
will also go toward.building a house
for Al "Carnival Time" Johnson, a
New Orleans legend who lost everything after the hurricane.
OK Go first connected with
Bonerama at a benefit show in New
Orleans. The band thought they
were playing alone but soon realized
that there were other artists on the
bill as well. They were offered to
play with Bonerama that day.
"That sounded like an awesome
opportunity to me," Kulash said.
"We didn't really have a chance to
practice or anything, we just got up
on stage and did it." Performing with
Bonerama was also a nice change of
pace for Kulash, who had been used
to playing their normal songs. "I had
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has just gotten a lot more exciting.
There's a new breed of bands that
succeed mostly because they make
music that they like and that other
people like." He then added, "I'd
like to think we' re among that
group. People call it indie rock but
it's not really indie."
With a musical style that's hard
to pinpoint, there are two things that
OK Go is well known for: their
unique fashion sense and outrageous
dance moves. The band has put two
videos on YouTube featuring choreographed dances for their songs
"Here It Goes Again" and "A
Million Ways", both of which have
garnered well over one million
views each. "Dancing is just great. I
think it started years ago as a tonguein-cheek prank. We were asked to be
on a TV show where they couldn't
record live and we were snotty
enough to feel like if they couldn't
record our music we were going to
give them a boy band spectacular,"
Kulash said. The famous treadmill
choreography for "Here It Goes
Again" only took the band _eight
days to learn. "Luckily nobody was
hospitalized, " Kulash said.
When it comes to their unique
outfits, Kulash said the band eventually just got sick of wearing jeans
and t-shirts. "We just started wearing
these outlandish clashing pattern
extravaganzas," he said.
Kulash and the rest of the band
are busy with working on a new
album and several side projects .
Kulash is unsure of when their next
album will be released but said,
"The material is starting to come
together and we' re far from having a
full length album recorded. We're
aiming for a fall release if possible."

been on tour for two years, playing
the same songs," he said.
Kulash has since become smitten
with the musical scene found in
New Orleans, stating that New
Orleans is "one of the greatest music
towns in the world." "In New
Orleans, people do still parade in the
streets, dancing and playing songs,"
Kulash said. "Every Sunday people
are out in the streets playing music
together, it's an incredible thing. It's
shocking to behold actually and it's
actually sort of in danger because the
people that keep that tradition alive
are stuck in temporary housing."
With a need for change and the
2008 election approaching, OK Go
has made their choice clear by playing a show in NYC the night before
Super Tuesday in support of democratic candidate Barack Obama.
Even if fans aren't in agreement
over the bands choice in candidates,
the band still urges everyone to get
out and vote. "Follow your gut, politics and government are sort of like
anything else. They are best done by
people who can," Kulash said.
"If you look at the last eight
years it is fairly evident to me that
when you have someone who people view as a bullheaded moron, you
get results from a bullheaded
moron." So what makes an ideal
candidate for Kulash? "People who
can bring people together and bridge
gaps and find strategic compromises
will get good results as opposed to
people who will try to bash through
the idealistic agenda," he said.
OK Go doesn't exactly fit into
one specific mold when it comes to
classifying the type of music they
make. Kulash wasn't able to classify
the band himself but said, "Music
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Today's Birthday (02-15-08) You're
lucky in love this year, and good at
games. You're quick and passionate,
decisive and intense. Money may be
scarce, but you'll get everything you
need.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Today is
an 8 - Just when you'd almost given up,
you find another clue. You're off on the
quest again, after a brief respite. You're at
the head of the pack, with your friends

close behind.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) Today is
a 6 - Be careful not to outspend· your
income and get yourself into debt, unless
that's your intention. Things are happening pretty fast. Follow your plan.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Today is
an 8 - Travel conditions are good now.
Get going as soon as you can. Go to a
place where you can shop; you'll find
some excellent deals.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Today is
a 5 - Pay off an old debt, but not a penny
more than is required. You may be able to

work a deal to avoid excessive charges.
Consult an expert.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Today is an 8
- Party conditions are excellent. What
other excuse do you need? Celebrate
love, friendship and family. Celebrate
roses and chocolate. Celebrate life.
VII'go (Aug. 23-Sept 22) Today is a
5 - You're very good at following directions, when they make sense. Some you
get now may not, however. Keep asking
questions until you're sure what to do.
Libra (Sept 23-0ct 22) Today is a
10 - If there's ~ything you've been

meaning to do, throw your hat into the
ring. You're not going to find better conditions for following through.
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21) Today is
a 5 - No need to hurry, especially when
large sums of money are involved. Make
sure all your questions are answered.
Think of more before you sign.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today
is an 8 - Somebody else wants to tell you
how to run your business. Listen politely.
You might pick up a couple of good
ideas.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Today

is a 6 - This part is difficult, but it's nothing you can't handle. You'll win an extra
prize if you get it done before quitting
time. You'd better get going.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Today
is a 9 - Allow yourself to be talked into
something a little more exciting than
your usual custom. Conditions are good
for taking risks, especially in romance.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Today is
a 5 - Something you've been worrying
about doesn't have to be done. Something
else does, however. Your first task is to
determine which is which.
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•11 + issues: $2.30 for the first three lines. $1.00/each additional line.
•All lSU students must pre-pay.
The <ladle fa ClassififXi kJs is 4:00 pm, ttree 'MJrl<i1g CE_!,S babe p.iJi:;a/m. Sal}/ N O ~ /JI Classi5eclkis rrust be pEid h ~ ofp.iJi:;a/xxl I.Tiess aEdt has
rea-i appr}lf:d. Cancelalbns & ro"TBClbis wl be t:i<Frl 1.17114:00 pm, MO (EJ,S babe p.iJi:;a/m. The Cat \iWtewl oot be fOO/X)(ISl:;/e form:xe tten one i1com:d hserticn.

receive the bany\rieJ~tte in
.. yourt e-mail e"\,erykiay.: .

Subleaser needed. 709 Dale. 1 BR apt.
1-2 may sign. $630/mo/pers. or
$315/mo/rf 2 sign. Utilities included. Email
rjstadl@ilstu.edu.

Bloomington Country Club
Seeking driven, self-motivated servers
and expediters. FleXlble hours. Apply
today.

Various 1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms & single

East Grove, Bloomington. Victorian

parking, W/D. $250-270/BR.
309-454-4416 or 309-824-4314

Wings Etc. looking for oooks and delivery drivers. PT. Apply in person. 511
Chancelor Dr. Bloomington.

Studio. Heat paid, $405/mo. Also new 3
bedroom, 2 bath. IWU area 827- 4203

707 Osage. 4 BR for 3 or 4. Fully fur-

SAMI has subleases available for

& broadband internet paid. $350 for 3 or

Help Wanted. Servers and bartenders.

Spring '08 school year. Contact us at 8884600 or www.sami.com

$300 for 4. 309-825-4271.

rooms available. $225-$395. Class Act Realty 454-2960.

Call 309-820-1330 ask for Ron. Flexible
hours - morning or night.

Crestwicke Country Club now accepting applications for waitstaff positions.
Apply in person Mon-Fri. 9am-4pm.

Going on sabbatical this summer? Native non- smoking couple seeks summer
rental. Refs. available. Call 919-367-8297

Fa/Sp '08-09

around college schedules. Call 664-5660
to set up interview.

PRIME LOCATION, $265/PERSON,
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 3,

f

_.......,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - '

2 blocks south of Watterson, central air,
laundry, full size beds, ample off-street
"'parki"-'-·-"ng"'".-'-3-'-09'---2""8'-'-7--1'-"8-'-70;:..c._ _ _ _ _ __

Chesterbrook, a leader in early child-

1013 S. Main 3BR House, remodeled,

hood education, is currently accepting applications for FT & PT teaching assistants.
Please fill out an application at 403 Kays
Drive, Normal.

near campus, W/D, C/A, basement, big
garage, no pets. $900/mo. Call 531-4899.

.I

Childcare flexible hours, good pay,
call for more information at 287-8595.

3 BR, 2 Bath, Furnished Townhouse.

Summer'08

time outside positions open. Can work

a Childcare

nished. 4 parking spots. All utilities, cable

W/D, cable T\I, internet included.
$340/pp/mo. (309) 706-8432. www.alysonproperties.com.

Su/Fa/Sp '08-09

FS Custom Turf has full-time and part-

7 & 9 Rora Way - 4 BR, 2 Bath, off street

New, Fumii,hecl 1BR/1 BA apartment.
$605/month. Utilities included. Private
off-street parking. Darcy (815) 258-3753.
Large 1 & 2 BR. Next to police station, 1
block off campus, H paid, parking, quiet &
clean. $310-460/mo. 309-287-7228.

15&17 Rora Way. Semi-Furn. 4 BR Duplex units, 1.5 Baths, NC, yard, parking,
$280/ mo/ pers. Call Teri at 275-0658.

I·

Spring '09

Pet Lovers: Are you knowledgeable
about pet care and have an outgoing personality? Some aquarium experience preferred. Flexible hours available. Apply in
person: Premium Pet Supply. K-mart
Shopping Center

Bartenders Wanted: Up to $250/day,
no experience necess,iry. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520, Ext.104.

Earn $80()..$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www.AdCarClub.com

The United Church- of Hayworth (United
M ethodist) seeks PT choir director.
Contact at 309-473-2223 or e-mail

PRIME LOCATION, $215/PERSON,
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 4,
2 blocks south of Watterson, central air,
laundry, full size beds, ample off-street
parking. 309-287-1870.

Townhomes
2, 3, & 4 Bedrooms. Include Washerdryer, central air, parking, patio and/or
balcony, yard. Start at $230. Class Act Realty. 454-2960.

Take control of your life--share with only
one another-live within 2 blocks of ISU,
downtown and in the heart of other ISU
student rentals. Furnished, central air,
W/D, ample off street parking. $395/person. 309-287-1870

2BR Apt. $530/mo. H/W paid. Allows
pets. Off-street parking, Lease now
through January '09. (815) 791-7783.

2 BR, 1-1/2 Bath. Furnished Townhouse.
W/ D, cable T\I, internet included.
$400/ pp/mo. (309) 706-8432. www.alysonproperties.com.

Crossing Dr.- 3 BR town homes, W/0,
2-3 baths. $915-$960/mo. 830-5073 or
for more info www.RL.apartments.com
Hyundai 2007 Elantra 4 doors, Carbon
Grey. Lost job, take over payments. Contact 309-824-0473.

at $13. Full Set Acrylic $3 off at $25. Pedicure $5 off at $25. Star Nails. 1700 Parkway Plaza, Normal. 309-452-5747

news 24/7 I www.dailyvidette.org

Groceries:
$935,250

Cell Phones:
$350,200

Alcohol:
$920,000

Tanning:
$199,950

Fast Food:
$531,050

Hairstyling:
$158,000

Miss a ~ay?
Search our onllne story archives, and

catch up on the stories that-you didn't get
a chance to read the first time around. '

We kpow you're busy.

Miss a· d~y? ·
Search our on line
sfory arch iv.es, .an~
catch up on the stories
that you ~idn't get a
chance te'1'ead the
1 _ firsflime around.
Yeah, we know. Yqu can thcll]k us later.

We kn_
o w you're busy.
Access our, classified ads any
time Qf day,-any -day of the week
online at dallyvldette.org

-Missaday?
Search our online story archives,
.. and catch up onlhe stories that
you didn't get a chance to read.
the fir$t time around.

· www.dailyvidette~org

dallyvldette.org

step 1: Read.~
. step 2: Enjoy.
step 3: Recycle.

" Get our !atest issue deliver~
straight to your email.
r- ·

GET

NOllCED!

. We offer several different ways
to make your ad stand out.
BOLO: .. . . .(3 free) add 15¢ per word per issue

UNDERLINE . : . ... .add 15¢ per word per issue
Centerad ......... . .add 50<t pe,:line per issue
Plain border .. . . . .... . ..••..•.$2.00 per issue
Graphics . . ...............add ~ -00 per issue
Headline . . . ....... . .•....add $1.50 per issue
Reverse Black & Whtte •....add $4.00 per issue

Pretty cool, huh? That's how we do.i

Speak with one of our classified department staff
· members about attracting more attention to your
ad today! For more information on classified
advertising rates, please call (309) 438-7685.

GET
NOTICE

We offer several different ways to make your ad stand out.

BOLD: .. .. . . . . . .. . . ... .(3 free) add 15¢ per word per issue
UNDERLINE ... .. . . . .......... .add 15¢ per word per issue
Centered .. . ... . •. . •..•.. . .......add 50¢ per line per issue ·
Plain border .. ... .. .. . . .. ...... ..... .. . . .. .$2.00 per issue
Graphics . .. ... . ... . . • .. . .... . . ...... .add $7.00 per issue
Headline .. ... .. .. . .. ... . ...... . . . ....add $1 .50 per issue
Reverse Black & White . .. . .... ...... .. .add $4.00 per issue

M
Speak with one of our classified department staff members about ·

Remodeled 1 bdnn. 1004 Samantha
Heat, water, cable incl. Cats OK Close to
ISU. Furn: $505 Unfum: $485. 261-1302.

Clothing:
$383,500 .

Access our classlfled ads any time of
• day, any da of the week onllne at

301 S. WALNUT: Quiet 2 Bedrooms. Balcony, Covered parking, Laundry. Some
pets OK Only $265 - $320! Class Act Realty 454-2960.

Entertainment
$1,008,350

organization. Call today and see results.

Special for Students!! Manicure $2 off

To sign u , go to

ISU Student's
Monthly Expenditures

Friday, advertising in the Daily Vidette is a

PRIME LOCATION

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2

of ISU students read the ads in the
Daily Vidette at least once a week

, great way to promote your business or

- dry, parking, dishwasher, pets OK, close
to campus. Call -664-2917.

Part Time Position. Optometrical assistant. Dr. Brtva and Associates. Will train!
Please call 309-663-2211 for more info.

of ISU students read the Daily
Vidette on a regular basis.

With a circulation of 7500 Monday thru

Just available. Cozy 3 BR house, laun-

Rora 'flay 2,3" & 4 BR. Start at $305.
Gas, Heat, Water, Basic Cable, & Internet
Pd. Class Act Reality. 454-2960

86%
65 %

attracting more attention to your ad today! For more information on

Pretty cool, huh? That'.s how we do.

classified advertising rates, please call (309) 438-7685.

SPORTS

Daily Vidette

~
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Odiakosa

Hockey-- ✓Krapf_
• __

Contiri).ted from Page 16

continued frarri Page 16

Continued from Page 16-

.tliis - every single. player I've ever so the _team is very focused and
been around that gave as much to excited to . be completing the three
improvement as Dinma does, always game series.
succeeded. Always," Jankovich said.
The Redbirds are feeling confi"He's as coachable and willing and dent heading to play Iowa on Friday,
energetic as anyone I've ever seen." because of the way they were able to
· As Odiakosa gets more comfort- match up with them last weekend.
able on the court, he is also getting
"We can beat Iowa five on five
more used to life away from Nigeria. and our power play worked great
While he's not a big fan of against them, so we're looking forIlljnois winters or American food in ward to utilizing that against them
general, there is one thing he's and I think special teams is going to
always been able to take comfort in be what makes the difference."
at ISU.
. If the Redbirds.beat Iowa Friday,
"Being around teammates.· They then they will play either Southern
become your brothers. Coming so . Illinois Edwardsville or Missouri
far from home, if I didn't have a State before heading into the chamteam, it would be a pretty boring life. pionship game Sunday.
Basketball has helped with that," he
Corley believes the team can
said.
compete with all the teams in the
According . to Jankovich, there playoffs:
could be much more basketball in
Corley said he thinks the only .
Odiakosa's future, even after his team competing they have not
time as a Redbird concludes:
played better than is Missouri State,
"He's going to have a great who is undefeated, but the Redbirds
career. I think he's going to have a took them to overtime the last time
great basketball life before it's said they played.
and done," Jankovich .said. "I hope
The Redbirds will.be the visiting
he does."
team Friday night when they play
the Hawkeye's at the East Alton Ice
Arena.

You.J}k?¥otsee!

~5-rnile course with a time of24:4L
After a transforming cross country seaso11, expectations are high for
the distance runners this year. Krapf
should be a major factor in that.
"I'm expecting Scott to have an
outstanding track · season," Forde
said. "What really makes me believe
that is after a short training session
for his first meet, he established a
good effort in the 3,000-meter. Scott
is going to be one of the better
3,000-5,000-meter · runners in the
conference this year. "The thing
about Scott is, he came into my
• office after the cross-country season •
and wanted to know what he could
do to run with the top runners in the
country," Bovee said. "l think he is
hungry to see how he can do. He is
an outstanding benefit to our team
and he's definitely a great face for
our program."
"Hopefully good health will
carry him. through the season,"
Forde. said. "Hopefully he can perform at that very high level and we
can see some fantastic performances
from him, especially when the time ·
comes for the Missouri Valley
Championships."

At_'

CommitmentContinued from Page 16
192.21.
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College
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Station

[uxury a_partnients

College Station Apartments will let you
sign a lease that fits your needs!
• AFFORDABLE RENT

• 24 HOUR l'TTNESS CENTER

• 1,2 & 4 BEDROOMS

• 24 H(lllR TECH CENTER

• FREE' SATELLITE TV

• 24 HOUR MAINTENANCE

\
'

• PRIVATE BATH ROOMS

• COURTYARDS

• SECURITY SYSTEMS

• HEATED OUTDOOR POOL

• FREE' H!GH-SPEED INTERNET

• !SU SHUTTLE

• WASHERS & DRYERS

• CLUBHOUSE

• FULLY FURNISHED

• SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT

• TANNING BED

• TEXAS !-JOLDEM

"

,

~

.

~

~

;
0

• NEW LI VING RUOM FURNITURE

short term leases
academic year * semester

Questions? Comments? Ready to sign?

9 Traders Circle
Just off Business 51 • North Normal

·:.:·:·.;:.

-SUDOKU

'

4

9 1

4 5
3

9
2

6
4

6 5
8
6

5
-..

.collegestationapt.com

(309)454-5549

" .:

Give Blood
Give Lil
Hard

• FOOSBAI.L

,,,

For tickets call 309.434.2777 or visit us · •.. :-.·
. on_:the. Y\'eb at www.artsblooming.o:rg '. . ··

Currently, the team is 4-1 and is
corning off a home victory to Rhode
Island, who will have the unfortunate experience of losing their program.
Gymnast Meaghan Koshman is definitely an athlete that has shown
various qualities of a leader so far
this season by winning all-around
competitions and setting personal
bests in events
The difference the team has
made since last year has d~finitely
, shown the hard work that has gone
into the program and what can happen when a team displays an attitude
of winning.
It also has shown me the hard
work and time it takes to make a
program of its stature work.
Since high school I have always
believed you get what you make of
your education no matter where it is,
so I also think the fans get what they
make out of their sports.
For example, I am Cubs fan, but
I have always made the most of losing seasons by looking ahead to next
year with optimism
The ISU community I hope will
at least take the time, while they are
h~re, to take notice of these sports, to
perhaps broaden their horizons like I
have.
Or at least be able to say they are
_not the guy I was freshman year.

8
3 2
6 5

Solution

7

4

7
7

6
6 4
5

9

7

· To play: Complete the grid so
·t hat every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved, just
use logic to solve.

2 3

4 3
7 8
9 6
2 9
5 4
1

8
3
6

2 6
1 4
5 3
6 5

7 8 5 9
9 6 3
1 4 7
3 8 4
8 7
2 3 1
7 3 8
4 2 5
1 7 2
5 9 6
2 9 1
6 7 8
5 4 9
7 1 2

5
2
1
6
9
3
4
8

1

2
8
7

9
6
4
5
3

-... •

....

Krapf continuing to·pick up
th~ pace for the Redbirds

\p

since Julius Mwangi in 1999. Only a
sophomore, Krapf will have his eyes
on various ·school records, including
With the MVC Indoor Track and the indoor 5,000-meter record of
Field Championships only two 13:59.24 set by Mike Baker in 1982.
· Distance Coach Jeff Bovee had
weeks away, the Illinois State. track
and field teams have been preparing nothing but good things to say about
for the main event and doing their Krapf's early success. "I was really
best to record personal-best times pleased with his performance at
and marks to put them in good posi- Notre Dame," Bovee said. "He went
with some of the best in the country , ,·
tion for the conference meet.
Many of the Redbirds have per- and he ran the first two miles in 9: 12.
formed well early on in the season. I was only able to work with Scott
for about five months last track seaHowever, cine
son. We have a much better idea of
runner has gone
what he is doing now. The meet at
the distance to
Notre D~e was his first 5,000puJ himself in
meter run this year. I think he is def- ·
prime position
initely a 5,000-meter specialist and
for a strong perhe might run the 10,000-ineter in the
formance in two
outdoor season. The 5K event suits
weeks as- well
him well.". "At the same time, we
Scott Krapf
as the rest of the
kind of feel like thei:e is more to
season.
Sophomore $stance runner obtain," Bovee added.
"He has a lot of confidence. After
Scott Krapf has gotten out and running early on this indoor season and this weekend, it will be a better indihis personal-best time of 14:33.93 in cation
for
the
Valley
the 5,000-meter run puts him in first . Championships. His goal is definiteplace on the MVC Performance List. ly to win the conference champi"Scott should feel good about his onship. I t:J;iink it is a good goal and
performance," • Head Coach Elvis he has a legitimate shot -A lot of
.
Forde said after the Notre Dame guys will be close to Scotty." ~
Meyo Invitational . last week.
ln · the cross country ~eason,
"Whenever .you can improve on . a Krapf placed fourth in the Valley
previous performance, it is a step in Championships to lead his team to a
the right direction." .
-second place finish. He covered the
Krapf will look to be the first
See ~apf Page 15
Indoor MVC 5,000-meter champion
Scott Gleeson

DAILY VIDETTE STAFF

Redbird hOCkey conclt1des.
season~ prepares for playoffs
.

Jim Moldenhauer/ Daily Vidette Photo Editor-

Dinma Odialcosa (42) made the switch from soccer to basketball as a teenager in his home country of Nigeria.

Todd Froemling

As a first-year player, Odiakosa
received nine starting nods in the
·
middle of the season.
Dinma Odiakosa grew up playBut after logging just four total
ing soccer in Akwukwu, Nigeria.
minutes in the Redbirds' final seven
Now, halfway across the world, games of the year, he redshirted la.s t
he's a starting forward on the Illinois season to work on polishing up his
. State University basketball team.
game.
How did that happen?
Tim Jankovich, who replaced "People told me I was a little too Moser as ISU's head coach after last
tall for soccer," the six-foot-eight season, made it a point not to ask
Odiakosa said.
Odiakosa how many years he'd
While Odiakosa didn't learn been playing basketball w_h en the
how to dribble a basketball until he two first met.
was a teenager, he picked up the
"I didn't want to heai the answer.
· basics of the game quickly enough It would scare me," Jankovich said.
to earn a spot on the Nigerian "You.could tell he was raw in a lot of
National Team at the FIBA U21 ways. Instinctively and all those
World Championships in the sum- kinds of things. The good news is
that there's a huge upside. A huge
mer of 2005 at the age of 19.
The following August, he began learning curve that he's well on his •
his freshman year at ISU after being · way to understanding. His potential
recruited by former Redbird Coach is not close to being tapped yet."
Porter Moser.
From the very sµut of the season,
DAILY VIDETTE SPORTS EorroR

Odiakosa has looked more refined
than he ever did two years ago. He's
started all 25 games and is averaging
6.8 points and 5.3' rebounds while
·shooting over 55 percent from the
field. That's a significant improvement from 2005-06, when he hit just
31 percent of his shots.
Sophomore
guard
Osiris
Eldridge, the Redbirds' leading scorer, said-he hasn't been surprised at
all by Odiakosa's play this season.
"I saw it in him last year. I knew
he'd be a great player coming out of
his redshirt," Eldridge said. "Every
time we need him the most, he's just
showed up."
.
What has excited Jankovich
more than anything about Odiakosa
this season has been his never-ending desire to improve. ·
"I don't know much, but I know

See Odiakosa Page 15

Frank Savaglio

rejoined the team this semester and
· · really returned to · the form we
expected from him. Justin had
ne ISU Redbird hockey team · blocked about five shots during the
concluded its regular season last game on Friday as well as not allowFriday and Saturday as they faced ing any goals to be scored on him
off against the University of Iowa,
while he was on the ice Friday."
Brown, Lee and Alo played
The Redbirds split the two game
series against I<:>wa with both games together as a line when the Redbirds
being decided by only a goal differ- won . the
MACHA
Silver
ence. The 'Birds won Friday night 6- Championship a year ago and hope
5, but dropped Saturday's game 4-3 . to recreate that same success in the
"I think the results of those playoffs.
games really reflect the teams, what
The two game · split to Iowa·
. you have is two teams · of equal . resulted in the Redbirds landing
strength going at it and for each team them again in game one of a single
to come away with a victory I think elimination playoff occurring this
really reflected where both programs weekend.
are at this point of the season," Head
"Before last weekend we antici· pated we would be playing them in
Coach Brian Corley said.
Team Captain OlindoAlo gave a the first round of the playoffs due to
strong effort by leading the team in. the way the standings were looking."
points over the weekend. In addition Corley said. "We really look at it as
to Alo, Corley said Justin Brown and a three game series best of the three
Matt Lee also played really well and we are tied at one game a piece
over the weekend
See Hockey Page 15
"Justin is a defensemaµ who
DAILY VIDETTE STAFF

The commitment and talent it takes
to be a gymnast is truly remarkable
Frank
Savaglio
SPORTS
REPORTER
I went through my entire freshman year not
knowing anything about ISU athletics and what
•they represented.
·
I did know we had a football team because
there was a stadium that had a scoreboard you
could see from the outside, and I did know they
had a basketball team because of that dome-shaped
stadium.
It was not until 1 started writing for the Daily
Vidette that I took notice of all the sports this
school had. I discovered the following sports:
men's and women's golf team, along with a men's
.and women's tennis team, a hockey team and my

biggest surprise, a gymnastics team.
I was assigned to cover the gymnastics team, so
· just finding out the school, had a gymnastics team,
I was curious to see how it would turn out.
Interviewing the coach and going to the meets
broadened my horizons to see first hand what actually went on at a gymnastics meet.
I was able to witness something that l may
never again see once I leave ISU. I do not think
there is going to be many chances outside of ISU
to see what kind of talent it takes to be a gymnast.
I did not think watching a gymnastics meet
L out 1crn
would be much fun, but after seeing it live it made
me more interested than I thought it would be.
Bradle)'
I am glad I have been able to follow the team
this season fot just the fact it has taught me some- UNI
thing about a sport I knew nothing about.
Indiana St.
In addition, the team is actually having a great
season and has displayed a lot of talent this season. Missouri St.
Just one season ago the team averaged an·overall
\Virhita St.
score of 189.34, this season they are averaging

See Commitment Page _15 Evansville

8-6 Creighton
7-7 UNI
7-7 Missouri St.
6-8 Indiana St.
5-9 Southern Ill.
3-11 Bradley
3-11 \rVirhita St.

6-4
5-6
5-6

4-7
4-7
3-8
2-9

1

'

